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It is well known nowadays that a rather general semilinear parabolic equation,
governed in a bounded domain by boundary or locally distributed controls, can be
made globally approximately controllable in L p-type spaces, provided the nonlin-
earity is globally Lipschitz. However, the question whether this property can
possibly take place in the superlinear case in several space dimensions seems to be
open. The goal of this article is to describe a special class of semilinear heat
equations with superlinear terms for which this property indeed holds. Our
Žtechnique combines the asymptotic method of A. Y. Khapalov 1995, J. Math.
.Anal. Appl., 194, 858]882 with certain a priori estimates for the corresponding
truncated spectral problem. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem Setting
We consider the Dirichlet problem
› u
s Du y f x , t , u , =u q ¤ x , t x xŽ . Ž . Ž .v› t
1.1Ž .2in Q s V = 0, T , ¤ g L Q ,Ž . Ž .T T
2<u s 0 in S s › V = 0, T , u s u g L V .Ž . Ž .ts0T 0
1 This paper was presented in part at 1999 AMS Spring Western Section Meeting, Las
Vegas, Nevada, April 10]11, 1999. It is also available as Technical Report 98-1, Department
of Mathematics, Washington State University, September 1998.
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Here V is a bounded domain of an n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn
with boundary › V, v is a proper subset of V of positive measure, and
Ž .x x is the characteristic function of v. Given T ) 0, we assume thatv
Ž .f x, t, u, p is Lebesgue measurable in x, t, u, p and continuous in u, p for
Ž .almost all x, t g Q and is such thatT
r r1 2n< < 5 5f x , t , u , p F w x , t q b t u q b t pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . R
a.e. in Q for u g R , p g Rn , 1.2aŽ .T
5 5 2 n 2f x , t , f , =f f dx G n y 1 =f dx y D t 1 q f dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R H
V V V
;f g H 1 V , 1.2bŽ . Ž .0
Ž .where b t is a nonnegative monotone nondecreasing continuous function,
Ž . 1Ž . T Ž . Ž . qXŽ .n ) 0, D ? g L 0, T , H D t dt F b T , w g L Q , and0 T
U Uq 4 m 2
r s g 0, 1 q , r s g 0, 1 q ,X X1 2/ /q n q n q 2
4 4
XU 1.2cŽ .0 - q - q s 2 q , q s 2 y
n n q 4
1 1
Uq s 1 , 0 - m - 2.Xž /q q
Here and below we use the standard notation for Sobolev spaces such as
1, 0Ž .  2Ž . < 4 1Ž .H Q s f N f, f g L Q , i s 1, . . . , n, f s 0 and H V sS0 T x T 0Ti
 2Ž . < 4 Ž . Ž .f N f, f g L V , i s 1, . . . , n, f s 0 . Conditions 1.2a ] 1.2c en-› Vx i
Ž .sure the existence of at least one generalized solution of 1.1 from
Žw x 2Ž .. 1, 0Ž . qŽ . Ž w x.C 0, T ; L V l H Q l L Q e.g., 9, pp. 466]467 . However,0 T T
its uniqueness is not guaranteed.
Ž .It is well known nowadays see Section 1.2 below that a rather general
semilinear parabolic equation, governed in a bounded domain by boundary
or locally distributed controls, can be made globally approximately control-
lable in L p-type spaces, provided the nonlinearity is globally Lipschitz.
However, the question whether this property can possibly take place in the
superlinear case in se¤eral space dimensions is open to our knowledge. The
goal of this paper is to answer this question positively by describing a
special class of such systems.
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Ž .Let us recall that in the classical sense, system 1.1 is said to be globally
2Ž . 2Ž .approximately controllable in L V at time T if for any given u g L V0
the range of its solution mapping at time T , namely,
L2 Q 2 ¤ “ u ?, T g L2 V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .T
2Ž .is dense in L V . Unfortunately, the aforementioned lack of uniqueness
Ž . Ž .makes this definition ill-defined in the case of system 1.1 ] 1.2 . A
possible way out here is its generalization admitting multi-¤alued solution
mappings. However, the presence of multiple solutions means that the
future realization of the actual trajectory is unknown in advance. This can
make the system at hand ``completely uncontrollable'' from the viewpoint
of applications. Therefore, it is highly desirable that all the possible
realizations of a solution can be steered to the same designated target state by
the ¤ery same control that generates them. This type of controllability was
w xinvestigated in 6]8 , according to which we introduce the following
definition.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. We will say that the system 1.1 ] 1.2 , admitting
2Ž .multiple solutions, is globally approximately controllable in L V in time
2Ž . 2Ž .T if for every « ) 0 and u , u g L V there is a control ¤ g L Q and0 1 T
U w x Ž . Ž . Ž .a T g 0, T such that for all i.e., possibly multiple solutions of 1.1 ] 1.2
corresponding to it
U
2u ?, T y u F « . 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .L V1
One can view the fact that in this definition the instant TU when the
desirable steering is achieved is not necessarily equal to T , as a ``payment''
for the lack of uniqueness property. This drawback can be important for
some applications. However, in general, it does not seem essential to us,
because, regardless of u and u , the moment TU is uniformly bounded0 1
by T.
1.2. Literature
The case of semilinear heat equations with globally Lipschitz nonlinear-
Ž U X U X .ity q rq s m rq s 1 and open v was thoroughly studied in the series
w x w x Žof works by Fabre et al. 1 and Fernandez and Zuazua 3 see also theÂ
.references therein . The methods of these works are based on the unique
continuation property of solutions to the linear parabolic equation from an
open set, combined with the fixed point argument.
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w x ŽThis problem was also studied by Fursikov and Imanuvilov 5 see also
.the references therein for a rather general class of semilinear parabolic
equations with ¤arying coefficients and similar globally Lipschitz nonlin-
Ž . w xearity but of reaction type only . The method of 5 strengthens the fixed
point argument by the technique of Carleman estimates.
w xIn 6 , not assuming uniqueness of solutions, the global approximate
Ž . Ž . Ž .controllability of 1.1 ] 1.2 in the sense of Definition 1.1 was shown in
Ž .any positive time, provided the controls are static: ¤ s ¤ x and is sup-
w xported in the entire V. In the one-dimensional case it was noticed in 7
Ž . yn r t Ž . Ž .that, if b t “ 0 faster than any e , n ) 0, as t “ 0, then 1.1 ] 1.2
2Ž .can be made globally approximately controllable in L V in any time
even by means of lumped controls, provided their support is suitably
Ž . w xchosen see also Section 4 below . The method of 6]8 is based on the
idea of suppressing the effect of nonlinearity by applying the actual control
only for an asymptotically short period of time.
Remark 1.1. We note here that in the above we restricted ourselves by
citing only the works on global approximate controllability and did not
mention a number of interesting results on the global null-controllability
problem, which, though very close, is a different issue in the nonlinear
case.
1.3. Principal Difficulty
Ž w x.An example due to Bamberger see also 1; 5, p. 51 showed that when
Ž . < < r Ž .f u s u u , r ) 0, the approximate controllability of 1.1 is not possible
pŽ .in any of L V , 1 F p - ‘, at any positive time. More precisely, it turns
out that in this case the control impact does not propagate ``effectively''
from v to the rest of the space domain: regardless of how large the
control applied on v is, the corresponding solutions remain uniformly
bounded on any closed subset of V_ v. In other words, for the aforemen-
Žtioned autonomous nonlinear terms there are target states namely, ``suffi-
.ciently large'' on V_ v which are strictly separated from the range of the
w xcorresponding solution mapping. In 5, pp. 51]52 this negative result was
Ž .extended to a more general time-varying function f s f x, t, u , satisfying
Ž . Ž . < < 2q ran estimate note, also autonomous like f x, t, u u ) c u y c for1 2
some constants c ) 0, c , and r ) 0.1 2
From here we have to conclude that if the global approximate controllabil-
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .ity of 1.1 ] 1.2 is possible in L V for some superlinear terms, then they
must satisfy certain assumptions which exclude the aforementioned ``autono-
mous'' cases. In this respect we introduce the following Assumption 1.1 on
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Ž w xthe growth of nonlinear terms in t. In 8 we followed an alternative way
to study controllability in the spaces which are strictly weaker than
p .L -spaces; see Remark 3.2 below.
Ž . Ž .Let l lim l s q‘ , v x , k s 1, . . . , be the eigenvalues andk k “‘ k k
2Ž .orthonormalized}in L V }eigenfunctions of the spectral problem
1Ž .yDz s lz , z g H V . Denote0
k
2L V s f N f x s a v x , a g R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk i i i½ 5
is1
Let g , k s 1, . . . , be selected to satisfy the estimatesk
2 5 5 2 2 2f x dx G g f , ;f g L V , k s 1, . . . .Ž . Ž .H L ŽV .k k
v
 4‘Thus, g is a monotone nonincreasing sequence converging to zerok ks1
Ž .we recall that v is a proper subset of V .
Ž . w x Ž .Assumption 1.1. Given T ) 0, let b t , t g 0, T in 1.2a be such that
for some monotone sequence t s T , t , . . . , t , . . . converging to zero in1 2 l
w x0, T we have
eyl lq 1 t l r2




1r r Ž1r q*.Ž1yq*r q. 1r r Ž1r m*.Ž1ym*r2.1 2lim max b t t , b t t s 0.Ž . Ž . 4l l l l
l“‘ g' l
1.4bŽ .
Ž Ž . X X .Recall from 1.2c that r s q*rq and r s m*rq .1 2
v Ž . Ž .Remark 1.2. Conditions 1.4a and 1.4b make sense only if g / 0,k
;k s 1, . . . . This condition is very realistic. Moreover, it was noticed in
w x ‘10, 11 that if › V is of class C and v is open, then
yM l' kg G e , k s 1, . . . , 1.5Ž .k
where M is some positive constant. Some less ``regular'' examples when
Ž . w xg / 0 and also with v not open can be found, e.g., in 8 .k
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v In addition to Assumption 1.1, in Theorem 3.2 below we also
Ž .describe suitable b ? explicitly in terms of t only.
2. AUXILIARY ESTIMATES
Introduce the truncated boundary problem
u s Du q ¤ x , t x x in Q ,Ž . Ž .Lt L v T
2.1Ž .
<u s 0, u x , 0 s u .Ž .SL L 0T
Ž Ž .We use the subscript L to indicate that 2.1 is, in fact, the trivial linear
Ž . .case of 1.1 .
Ž . Ž . w xWe will need the estimates 2.2 and 2.3 , shown in 6, p. 865 , for
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of 1.1 ] 1.2 and 2.1 ,
5 5 2 5 5 qXu y u F c t wŽ .Cw0, t x ; L ŽV .. L ŽQ .L t
X XŽ .Ž .1rq 1yq*rq q*r q
q5 5 4q c t b t meas V t uŽ . Ž . L ŽQ .t
X XŽ .Ž .1rq 1ym*r2 m*r q
2 n5 5 4q c t b t meas V t =u ,Ž . Ž . w L ŽQ .xt




q 2 n5 5 5 5 5 5u , u q =u dx dtL ŽQ . CŽw0, t x ; L ŽV .. H H Rt ž /0 V
'2 25 5 5 5 w xF c t u q t ¤ q 1 , ; t g 0, T . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ž .L ŽV . L ŽQ .0 t
Ž .In the above and e¤erywhere below c t , t ) 0, denotes a generic positive
nondecreasing function. Combining these two inequalities yields
5 5 2u y u CŽw0, t x ; L ŽV ..L
5 5 qXF c t wŽ . L ŽQ .t
U Xq rqX U U Uq r q Ž1r q .Ž1yq r q. '2 25 5 5 5q c t b t t u q t ¤ q 1Ž . Ž . 4Ž .L ŽV . L ŽQ .0 t
q c t b q
X r mU t t Ž1r m
U .Ž1ymU r2.Ž . Ž .
U Xm rq'2 25 5 5 5 w x= u q t ¤ q 1 , ; t g 0, T . 2.4Ž .4Ž .L ŽV . L ŽQ .0 t
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3. MAIN RESULTS
The main results are as follows.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let Assumption 1.1 hold. Then system 1.1 ] 1.2 is
2Ž .globally approximately controllable in L V in any time T ) 0 in the sense of
Definition 1.1.
Ž . Ž .Based on Theorem 3.1 and 1.5 , a class of suitable functions b ? can be
described as follows.
THEOREM 3.2. Let T ) 0 be gi¤en, let v be open, and let › V be of class
C‘. Then the result of Theorem 3.1 holds for
1 10, for t s 0, 2b t s a ) M max , , 3.1Ž . Ž .ya r t½ ½ 5xe , for t g 0, T ,Ž r r1 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .where M is from 1.5 see 3.10 . Condition 3.1 can be replaced by more
Ž .general 3.9 .
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Ž . w xStep 1 Preliminaries . In this step we recall some results from 8 . They
provide a technical basis for our argument.
w x ŽIn 8 we established the global approximate controllability in the sense
. Ž .of Definition 1.1 of finite dimensional projections of solutions to 1.1 ]
Ž . w x Ž1.2 . More precisely, it was shown in 8 see the proofs of Theorems 1.1
.and 1.2 there that, given T ) 0, for every natural number K and u g0
2Ž . 2 Ž .  4 Ž xL V , u g L V there are a sequence t ; 0, T converging to1 K l l G K
 4 2Ž .zero and a sequence of controls ¤ g L Q such that for all thel l G K T
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .i.e., possibly multiple solutions u of 1.1 ] 1.2 corresponding to itl l G K
 4 Ž .and the unique solutions u of 2.1 one hasLl l G K
2P u ?, t y u “ 0 as l “ ‘, 3.2aŽ . Ž .Ž .L Vl l l 1
P u ?, t s u , 3.2bŽ . Ž .l L l l 1
2Ž .where P stands for the operator of orthogonal projection in L V ontol
2Ž .L V . Moreover,l
2
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5¤ F u q u , ; l G K , 3.3Ž .Ž .L ŽQ . L ŽV . L ŽV .l 1 0t (l g tl l
L u ,uŽ .0 1
2u ?, t F , l G K , 3.4Ž . Ž .Ž .L Vl l
g' l
Ž .where L u , u is a positive number defined only by u and u .0 1 0 1
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w xRemark 3.1. The idea of 8 is to select the corresponding t 's suffi-l
Ž . Ž .ciently close to zero: the closer to zero the better. Therefore 3.2 ] 3.4
 4hold for any sequence s such that 0 F s F t and, hence, withoutl l G K l l
loss of generality, we can further assume that
0 F t F t r2, l G K ,l l
where t 's are from Assumption 1.1.l
w x Ž . Ž .Remark 3.2. It was shown in 8 that formulae 3.2 ] 3.4 imply the
Ž . Ž . Ž .global approximate controllability of 1.1 ] 1.2 without Assumption 1.1
2Ž . in the sense of Definition 1.1 from any u g L V in the space W s f N0
Ž . ‘ Ž . ‘ 2 4f x s Ý a v x , Ý a c - ‘ , endowed with the normks1 k k ks1 k k
1r2‘
25 5f s a c ,ÝW k kž /
ks1
 4‘where c is any monotone nonincreasing sequence of positive num-k ks1
bers such that
lim c rg s 0.kq1 k
k“‘
2Ž . ŽWe emphasize that the space W is strictly weaker than L V . Recall that
Bamberger's example indicates that approximate controllability is not
pŽ . .possible in any L V , 1 F p - ‘.
Step 2. To prove the required global approximate controllability, it is
2Ž .sufficient to take any u g L V and any u from a set which is dense in0 1
this space. In this respect, we take an arbitrary u of the form u s1 1
ÝK a v , a g R, where K is any natural number.ms 1 m m m
Fix K, u , u . Then, given T ) 0 and « ) 0, we need to find a control0 1
2Ž . U Ž x Ž .¤ g L Q and T g 0, T such that for all the i.e., possibly multipleT
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions to 1.1 ] 1.2 corresponding to ¤ the estimate 1.3 holds. We
intend to do this by building a suitable sequence of ``spline-controls'' on
Ž .the sequence of time-intervals 0, t , l s 1, . . . , as follows.l
Ž . w x1 On the interval 0, t we apply a control ¤ described above, sol l
Ž . Ž . Ž .that 3.2 ] 3.4 hold for any of possibly multiple states u ?, t , l G K.l l
Ž . Ž .Note now that due to 3.2b the corresponding solution u to 2.1 at timeLl
t has the forml
‘
2u x , t s u q b v x , b g R , u g L V . 3.5aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝLl l 1 lm m lm 1 K
mslq1
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Ž . Ž .Furthermore, by 3.3 and the well-known energy estimates for 2.1
Ž w x.e.g., 9 ,
2 25 5 5 52u ?, t F u q t ¤Ž . 'L ŽV . L ŽQ .Ž .L VLl l 0 l l t l
2
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5F u q u q u , ; l G K .Ž .L ŽV . L ŽV . L ŽV .0 1 0(g l
3.5bŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 On the interval t , t we apply the zero-control. Then, by 3.5a ,l l
for t ) t we havel
K
yl Ž tyt .m lu x , t s e a v xŽ . Ž .ÝLl m m
ms1
‘
yl Ž tyt .m lq e b v x , l G K ,Ž .Ý lm m
mslq1
Ž . Kwhere we remind the reader u s Ý a v . Hence, also making use of1 ms1 m m
Ž .3.5b ,
2u ?, t y uŽ . Ž .L VLl 1
1r2K
2yl Ž tyt . 2 yl Ž tyt .m l lq1 l 2F 1 y e a q e u ?, tŽ . Ž .Ý Ž .L Vm Ll lž /
ms1
1r2K
2yl Ž tyt . 2m lF 1 y e aŽ .Ý mž /
ms1
2
yl Ž tyt .lq 1 l 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q e u q u q u ,Ž .L ŽV . L ŽV . L ŽV .0 1 0(½ 5g l
; l G K , t G t G t . 3.6Ž .l l
Ž . Ž .By Remark 3.1, t y t G t r2. Hence, combining 1.4a and 3.6 yieldsl l l
2lim u ?, t y u s 0. 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .L VLl l 1
l“‘
Ž .Remark 3.3. Since u was selected arbitrarily, the limit passage 3.71
establishes, in fact, the global approximate controllability of the linear heat
Ž .equation 2.1 in the sense of Definition 1.1, based solely on the assump-
Ž . Ž .tion 1.4a . Note that 3.3 provides the explicit estimates for the magni-
tudes of controls which ensure the precision of steering as given by the
Ž .right-hand sides in 3.6 .
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Ž .Step 3. Our goal now is to extend the linear controllability result 3.7
to the semilinear case.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Accordingly, let u and u be solutions to 1.1 ] 1.2 and to 2.1 onl Lt l
w x Ž .the time interval t , t with the zero control and the initial state u ?, tl l l l
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .as in 3.2a . From 2.4 applied on t , t , the estimate 3.4 , and thel l
Ž . Ž .monotonicity of b ? and c ? it follows that
5 5 2u y u CŽwt , t x : L ŽV ..Lt l l ll
5 5 qXF c t wŽ . L ŽV=Žt , t ..l l l
qXrqU U UŽ .Ž .1rq 1yq rqq c t b t t y tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .½l l l l
qUrq X
2= u ?, t q 1Ž .Ž . 5Ž .L Vl l
qXrmU U UŽ .Ž .1rm 1ym r2q c t b t t y tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .½l l l l
mUrq X
2= u ?, t q 1Ž .Ž . 5Ž .L Vl l
5 5 qXF c t wŽ . L ŽV=Žt , t ..l l l
qUrq X
X U L u , uŽ .U U 0 1q rq Ž1r q .Ž1yq r q.q c t b t t y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l½ 5ž /g' l
mUrq X
X U L u , uŽ .U U 0 1q rm Ž1r m .Ž1ym r2.q c t b t t q 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .l l l½ 5ž /g' l
Ž .Applying 1.4b yields
lim u ?, t y u ?, t s 0. 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .2Lt l l Ž .L Vll“‘
Ž .Now note that the limit passage 3.7 also holds for the sequence of
Ž .u 's. Indeed, in the same generic notation as in 3.5a we haveLt l
l ‘
u x , t s u x , t s u q b v x q b v x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýl l Lt l 1 lm m lm ml
ms1 mslq1
Ž .where, by 3.2a ,
l
2lim b s 0.Ý lm
l“‘ ms1
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Ž .Accordingly, if one repeats the proof of 3.7 for the sequence of u 's, theLt l
Ž . Ž .chain of estimates analogous to 3.6 yields, in view of 3.4 ,
1r2K
2yl Ž tyt . 2m lu ?, t y u F 1 y e aŽ . Ž .2 ÝLt 1 mŽ .L Vl ž /
ms1
1r2l
y2 l Ž tyt . 2m lq e bÝ lmž /
ms1
yl Ž tyt .lq 1 l 2q e u ?, tŽ . Ž .L Vl l
1r2 1r2k l
2yl Ž tyt . 2 2m lF 1 y e a q bŽ .Ý Ým lmž / ž /
ms1 ms1
L u , uŽ .0 1yl Ž tyt .lq 1 lqe , ; l G K , t G t G t .l l
g' l
Ž . Ž .Noting that dependence from g in 3.4 and 3.5b is the same, we derivel
Ž .similar to 3.7 that
lim u ?, t y u s 0,Ž . 2Lt l 1 Ž .L Vll“‘
Ž .which, being combined with 3.8 , implies
2lim u ?, t y u s 0.Ž . Ž .L Vl l 1
l“‘
Hence, the statement of Theorem 3.1 holds with TU equal to a sufficiently
small t . This ends the proof of Theorem 3.1.l
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 3.2. It is sufficient to show that 1.4a and 1.4b hold.
Ž . Ž .From 1.5 we derive that 1.4a holds for
t s 2 M q r r l , l s 1, . . . ,Ž . 'l l
Ž . Ž .where M is from 1.5 and r is any positive number. For these 1.4b holds
if
U UŽ .Ž .X 1rq 1yq rqUM l r2 q r q' llim e b 2 M q r r l 2 M q r r lŽ . Ž .' 'ž /½ l l l
l“‘
U UŽ .Ž .X 1rm 1ym r2Uq r mqb 2 M q r r l 2 M q r r l s 0. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .' 'ž / 5l l l
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Ž . Ž .Now note that 3.9 holds for the type of b ? defined in Theorem 3.2 if
qU mU
a ) M M q r max , . 3.10Ž . Ž .X X½ 5q q
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.2.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
w xIn 7 we proved the following result.
w x Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1 7 . Let n s 1, let v s l , l ; V s 0, 1 , and let l " l1 2 2 1
be irrational numbers. If
eyn r tb t “ 0 as t “ 0, ;n ) 0. 4.1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .Then 1.1 ] 1.2 is approximately controllable in L 0, 1 in any time T in the
Ž . Žsense of Definition 1.1 by the lumped controls ¤ s ¤ t which depend on t
.only .
Ž .One can notice that the growth condition 4.1 is very close to that of
Theorem 3.2, though Theorem 4.1 employs principally weaker controls.
More detailed comparison reveals essential differences:
v w xTheorem 4.1 does not apply for n ) 1. Indeed, its proof in 7 uses
the fact that when n s 1 for every t ) 0 each of the exponents elkt is
2Ž .strictly separated in L 0, t from the linear space spanned by the remain-
w xing ones 2, 12 , i.e.,
J
l t l t yn r tk j ke y a e G d t G e ,Ž .Ý j k
2js1, j/k Ž .L 0, t
;k , J s 1, . . . , a g R , 4.2Ž .j
Ž .for some positive constants n 's. In turn, d t s 0, k s 1, . . . , ; t ) 0 fork k
n ) 1.
v ŽTheorem 4.1 holds for the irrational l " l only its truncated2 1
Ž . .linear version 2.1 is not controllable, if otherwise . In turn, Theorem 3.2
applies for any open v.
w xThe proof of Theorem 4.1 in 7 uses only those controls that are
 lkt 4‘generated by the biorthogonal sequence to e and employs theirks1
Ž Ž . . w xi.e., of d t 's asymptotic properties as t “ 0 6 .k
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Ž . Ž .To our knowledge, the optimal estimates analogous to 4.2 for the
 lkt Ž . Ž .4‘ 2Ž Ž ..sequence e v x x x in L v = 0, t , which are relevant tok v ks1
locally distributed controls, are an open question yet. On the other hand,
w xin this direction we mention 4 , in which some estimates of the norms of
controls solving the approximate controllability problem for the standard
linear heat equation are given explicitly in terms of the duration of control
Žtime. Note that our Remark 3.3 also provides somewhat similar estimates
. w xin this respect. The results of 4 show the same type of exponential
Ž .dependence as given in 4.2 for the lumped control in the 1-D case and
hence can be used to derive ``semilinear'' controllability results similar to
w xthe above-cited Theorem 4.1 from 7 and Theorem 3.2 of this paper along
w x Ž .the asymptotic approach of 6 i.e., as control time tends to zero .
Ž w xApplications of the results of 4 to the semilinear case are the subject of
w x .the forthcoming paper of the authors of 4 .
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